
FIAT BAMBINA 500 
SERVING BOARDS AND COASTERS 

 
Hi my name is Louise Kerr, some of you might know my Brother Darren Kerr and sister in-
law Nideen, who are members of the Fiat Bambina Club.   I made Darren a set of coasters 
as a gift for his birthday and he suggested I offered some designs to the Club in case some 
members were interested in purchasing them.  I have been doing wood burning art as a 
hobby while Covid Restrictions have put my performing work on hold.  I have come up with 
some one-off Fiat designs printed on either Wooden Coasters or Wooden Serving Boards.  
At this time, I don’t have a website other than my performing one so instead I have 
attached a PDF Information Sheet with images of the designs I can offer and a price list.  
Feel free to contact me if you require any additional information or would like to place an 
order.  Thanks Louise 
 
EMAIL: louisebkerr@gmail.com 
  

louisebkerr@gmail.com


MIXED COASTERS

FIAT 500 EVOLUTION COASTERS

A - ABARTH LOGO B - FIAT 500 CAR C - FIAT LOGO

D - SPEEDO



FIAT 500 EVOLUTION BOARD

FIAT 500 CAR BOARD



SAMPLE OF CUSTOM TEXT



COASTERS – Size (10 X 10 x 0.5cm) 
 
Mixed Coasters – Set of 4  
A - Abarth logo  
B – Fiat Car 
C – Fiat Logo 
D - Speedo 
Choose all the same or a combination 
Price $20 a set of 4 
 
Fiat 500 Evolution Coasters – Set of 6  
Price $30 
 
Note: Coasters are wooden and painted grey on one side and engraved on the other 
wooden grain side. 

 
SERVING BOARDS – 30 x 30 x 1cm 
 

• Fiat 500 Evolution Board 
 

• Fiat 500 Car Board (I can personalize the number plate on the car, although it is 
quite small in the image, there is no charge for this) 

Price each - $50 
 
CUSTOM TEXT OPTION: 
If you would like a special message printed on the reverse side of the board, I can do text 
that fits a maximum of 10 x 10 cm square.  If you have a specific font or style i.e.: Tahoma 
Bold Italic, let me know. 
I center the text on the reverse side of the board, if you would prefer it in a different 
position just let me know 
Custom Text Price - $20 
 
Please note that the image and text can vary slightly depending on the different grains in 
each board and coaster. 
 
Boards and Coasters take around 3 days to complete.  Boards are finished in Linseed Oil.  
The Coasters are covered in a clear protective sealer. 
 
  



POSTAGE COSTS: 
(Within New Zealand) 
Set of Coasters  
$6 standard post 
$8 courier 
$11 courier signed 
 
Serving Boards (If you order coasters with a board postage is combined) 
$11 standard post 
$13 courier 
$16 courier signed 
 
Note: I can drop off the boards to Darren Kerr to save on postage costs.  Darren can take 
them to the next Fiat meeting or event.  Payment can either be made prior or on the day to 
Darren is also fine. 
 
ORDERS 
Email Louise for orders or if you have any questions. 
If you’re choosing a set of mixed coasters, please include which ones you would like.  If 
you would like a custom text message on the back of a board, please include the message 
and any font or style you would prefer it to be in. 
EMAIL: louisebkerr@gmail.com 
 
PAYMENT 
I will take a photo of the Board/Coasters when completed, payment can be made after that 
to my bank account.  If couriered I will send a copy of the tracking number. 
 
Bank Account:  
Name: Louise Kerr 
Account: (ANZ Bank): 06-0821-0331501-00 
Reference: Please put your name as a reference 
 
 

louisebkerr@gmail.com

